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Review
Understanding the mechanisms that control induction
and elaboration of the vertebrate central nervous system
(CNS) requires an analysis of the extrinsic signals and
downstream transcriptional networks that assign cell fates
in the correct space and time. We focus on the generation
and patterning of the spinal cord. We summarize evidence
that the origin of the spinal cord is distinct from the
anterior regions of the CNS. We discuss how this affects
the gene regulatory networks and cell state transitions
that specify spinal cord cell subtypes, and we highlight
how the timing of extracellular signals and dynamic con-
trol of transcriptional networks contribute to the correct
spatiotemporal generation of different neural cell types.

Introduction
As in most tissues, the specification of cell identity during
vertebrate neural development relies on the activity of tran-
scriptional networks. These are controlled by extracellular
signals that act to restrict and define distinct cell fates
[1,2]. The simplest models of vertebrate neural patterning
are predicated on the idea that the neural tube consists of two
orthogonal axes: dorsal–ventral (DV) and anterior–posterior
(AP). Along these axes, gradients of signals are proposed to
provide Cartesian-like coordinates by regulating the tran-
scriptional network in neural progenitors to determine neu-
ronal subtype identity [3]. However, recent studies have
begun to reveal new detail of these mechanisms that compli-
cate this simple picture. In part this is because the cells that
contribute to the posterior nervous system, which forms the
spinal cord, have a separate developmental origin to anterior
regions of the nervous system [4]. Consequently, spinal cord
progenitors are exposed to a different set of signals and
transit through a distinct set of intermediate transcriptional
states compared to progenitors that arise in the anterior
nervous system (Figure 1). We describe here the origin and
development of spinal cord progenitors in vertebrate embry-
os. We highlight how the intermediate transcriptional states
adopted by cells en route to the spinal cord represent decision
points between alternative developmental fates.

Embryonic origin of the spinal cord
The process of neural induction and subsequent elabora-
tion of the CNS into forebrain, midbrain, hindbrain, and
spinal cord has received considerable attention [5,6].
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Several lines of evidence (Box 1) indicate that the cells
that contribute to the spinal cord originate from a different
location to those forming more-anterior regions. Clonal
analyses in amniotes indicate that many spinal cord cells
have a closer lineage relationship to somite-forming para-
xial mesoderm than to neural progenitors in the brain
[7,8]. These studies revealed that both spinal cord and
paraxial mesoderm cells in vertebrates are derived from a
population of neuromesodermal progenitors (NMPs) that
are located in the caudal lateral epiblast (CLE) region and
the node–streak border of the developing embryo
(Figure 2A) [4,7–11]. These NMP cells are characterized
by the expression of the mesoderm-inducing transcription
factor (TF), Brachyury (T or Bra), together with the epi-
blast and neural TFs Sox2, Sox3 [12–14], and Nkx1-2
[15]. Genetic labeling techniques demonstrated that cells
that have expressed Bra contribute to the spinal cord
[16,17]. Furthermore, the NMP population appears to be
evolutionary significant because similar populations have
been identified in non-vertebrates [18,19].

Taken together, these studies suggest that progenitors
forming the anterior and posterior regions of the nervous
system have developmentally distinct origins and arise
from cells with different transcriptional profiles. Whether
all neural progenitors in the posterior spinal cord pass
through an NMP state and transiently express Bra
remains to be determined. Nevertheless, the data raise
questions about the molecular mechanisms that induce
neural progenitors of the anterior nervous system com-
pared to the spinal cord and whether these differences
influence the future development of these cells into func-
tionally distinct regions of neural tissue.

The NMP transcriptional network
Several signals including members of the Fgf, Wnt, and
Notch families are known to play a role in the induction of
mesodermal and neural tissue [4,20–23]. These signals
also appear to be involved in NMP induction [24,25].
In mouse embryos, Fgf8 and Wnt3a are important for
specifying and maintaining NMP cell identity and conse-
quently for the elongation of the body axis [23,26–28]. Con-
sistent with this, cells with the molecular and functional
properties of NMPs can be derived in vitro from mouse or
human embryonic stem cells that have been exposed to
Wnt and Fgf signaling (Figure 2B) [29,30]. These cells can
be further differentiated into spinal cord motor neurons
[29,31] (Box 2). Nevertheless, the precise molecular iden-
tity of NMP cells and a detailed understanding of how
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Figure 1. Overview of cell lineage relationships during spinal cord development.

During early embryonic development epiblast (Epi) cells choose between an anterior

neural ectoderm (NEct), mesendoderm (ME) and neuromesodermal progenitor

(NMP) lineages. NMP cells expressing Bra, Sox2, and Nkx1-2 have the potential to

become either presomitic mesoderm (PSM), which will express Msgn1 and Tbx6, or

preneural tube (PNT) cells that will express Nkx1-2 and Sox2. PNT cells respond to

the ventral signal Shh, emanating from the notochord, and dorsal Bmp signals,

emanating from the roof plate, to generate floor plate (FP) and neural crest cells

(NCCs), respectively. Retinoic acid signaling, emanating from the somites, promotes

the transition of preneural tube cells to a neural progenitor (NP) state. Progenitors

that form the ventral spinal cord are divided into five distinct progenitor domains

(p0–p3, pMN) in response to Shh, whereas the dorsal spinal cord is divided into six

interneuron domains (dI1–dI6) in response to Wnt and Bmp signaling.
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Figure 2. Progressive differentiation of neuromesodermal progenitors during

development of the CNS. (A) Schematic of a wild type embryo, looking down onto

the surface of the posterior end of the embryo. The posterior gradients of Wnt and

Fgf signals (red), emanating from the caudal lateral epiblast (CLE), oppose the

activity of retinoic acid (RA, green) which is produced by the developing somites.

Neuromesodermal progenitor (NMP) cells (orange dots) located in the CLE transit

either through a preneural tube (PNT) stage (blue dots) to spinal cord progenitors

(green dots), or through a presomitic mesoderm stage (PSM) to form the somites

(red cells). Green and red arrows show the distinct developmental paths of NMP

cells. (B) Timely activation of Wnt/Fgf signaling in mouse and human

differentiating ES cells results in the generation of NMP cells expressing

Brachyury (Bra) and Sox2 protein [29], equivalent to those found in the CLE

region of the embryo.
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extrinsic signals regulate their transcriptional network
remain elusive.

Downstream of Wnt3a and Fgf8, several transcription
factors have been implicated in specifying NMP identity
Box 1. The mechanism(s) of neural induction and

regionalization

The induction of neural tissue is a defining event in embryogenesis

that has long been used as an experimental model of embryonic fate

decisions. Seminal studies by Spemann and Mangold using

amphibian embryos showed that the generation of a properly

patterned nervous system from naı̈ve ectodermal cells involved an

inductive signal from the organizer, located in the dorsal lip of the

blastopore [94–96]. Further studies in Xenopus led to the suggestion

that, initially, cells fated to become neural acquire an anterior

identity (activation), and that over time these cells transform into

more-posterior neural fates in response to a gradient of extrinsic

‘posteriorizing’ signals emitted from the organizer region

[97,98]. This has become known as the activation transformation

hypothesis [99].

In the search for signals responsible for inducing neural fate, Bmp

antagonists were isolated as secreted factors from the organizer and

were shown to act as neural fate inducers (reviewed in [5]).

However, several other signaling pathways, including Wnt and

Fgf, have also been shown to play a role in neural induction. These

differ in their capacity to promote anterior versus posterior neural

cell identities [21,60], and challenge the notion that neural fate

acquisition depends on a single inducing event [5].

One possibility is that the reported differences in the identity of

neural-inducing signals might be a consequence of the distinct

ontogenies of the anterior and posterior nervous system. Genetic

cell labeling studies in mice have demonstrated that the lineage of

cells residing in the spinal cord arises in close association with

paraxial mesoderm [7,8]. Thus, neural progenitors may arise in

more than one way. In this view, distinct mechanisms involving

different extrinsic and intrinsic factors could be responsible for

anterior and posterior neural induction. Knowledge of the cell

intrinsic transcriptional networks, as well as the extrinsic signals

that drive neural fate induction, will address this issue.
[4]. Wnt3a and Fgf8 induce Bra [32] and Sox2 [33]. Wnt
signaling is also required for the upregulation of Cdx 1, 2,
and 4, Nkx1.2, and for the induction of posterior Hox genes
[34–38]. Both Bra and Cdx mouse mutants have severe
defects in axis elongation [36,39,40]. Reciprocally, Cdx
genes have been proposed to stimulate Wnt3a transcrip-
tion (Figure 3) [41]. In Cdx null embryos, Wnt3a is down-
regulated and Bra expression is no longer maintained
[42]. Studies in zebrafish further demonstrate that Bra
promotes Wnt signaling, thereby establishing a positive
feedback loop important for axis elongation [43]. Strikingly,
some of the axis elongation defects of the Cdx mutants are
rescued by the expression of trunk Hox genes [44]. More-
over, Cdx2 induction clears the repressive chromatin mark
H3K27me3 from the regions of chromatin encoding the
Hox genes [34], emphasizing the role of Cdx genes in
inducing posterior Hox gene expression. Together the data
suggest that the induction of Cdx genes promotes both
posterior Hox gene and Bra expression and the elongation
of the body axis.

Although the regulatory links between extrinsic signals
and downstream TFs require further investigation, posi-
tive feedback loops between Cdx, Bra, and Wnt/Fgf signals
are likely to play an important role in the maintenance as
well as the induction of NMP identity (Figure 3). These
feedbacks need to be interrupted for a cell to exit an NMP
state and differentiate into either neural or mesodermal
tissue. Retinoic acid (RA) is implicated in this process. A
rise in RA signaling and attenuation of Wnt and Fgf
signaling, mediated at least in part by the induction of
posterior Hox genes, is associated with the cessation of
283



Box 2. In vitro models of development

The directed differentiation of pluripotent stem cells to specific cell

types in vitro shows great promise for providing insight into

developmental mechanisms. This approach has been used to

generate, for example, endoderm derivatives [100] and neural cells

[101] from mouse and human pluripotent stem (PS) cells. In the case

of neural cells, significant experimental milestones have been

achieved that include the generation of forebrain neurons [102]

and motor neurons (MNs) [103] using the carefully controlled

addition of specific patterning signals that mimic the in vivo milieu.

Forced expression of transcription factors such as Hoxb1 during a

specific time-window can direct the differentiation of mouse ES cells

to specific hindbrain identity [104]. More recently, similar forced

transcription factor expression techniques have been used to

directly differentiate neurons from fibroblasts [105]. Each of these

in vitro differentiation methods appears to mimic key aspects of

normal in vivo development, and this allows close parallels to be

drawn between in vitro and in vivo mechanisms.

Until recently, the generation of trunk spinal cord neurons had

proved challenging. However, recent studies showed that timely

addition of Wnt and Fgf signals to differentiating mouse and human

PS cells results in the efficient generation of trunk spinal cord

neurons [29,31,34]. Importantly, these methods appear to generate a

transient NMP stage during the in vitro differentiation that closely

recapitulates the in vivo NMPs produced before the development of

trunk MNs. Future work is likely to refine these methods and the

precision with which specific subtypes of neurons are produced.

This will provide new insight into the molecular mechanism

specifying particular cell identities. In addition, the self-organizing

properties of differentiating PS cells in 3D culture systems are

increasingly being exploited and offer new perspectives on tissue

formation [106–108]. These types of approaches are being combined

in new and sophisticated ways that complement conventional in

vivo molecular and genetic studies investigating basic development

and disease processes.
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body axis elongation [12,45]. At the molecular level, the
transcriptional effectors of RA bind to a regulatory element
associated with the Fgf8 gene to inhibit its expression [46].
Cdx genes promote axis elongation by maintaining the
expression of the RA degrading-enzyme, Cyp26a1
[44]. Loss of Cyp26a1 in mice results in ectopic RA signal-
ing in the posterior growth region, causing truncations
along the posterior axis [47]. Somites, anterior to NMPs,
express the RA synthetic enzyme Raldh2 [48]. Hence, as
cells migrate out of the CLE they are likely to be exposed to
increasing concentrations of RA and diminishing levels of
Posterior
hox
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Figure 3. Outline of signals and transcriptional networks that regulate cell state transitio

(NMPs), Wnt and Fgf signals emanating from the caudal lateral epiblast (CLE) region i

genes [35,36]. Cdx [41] and Bra [43] in turn promote Wnt expression, creating positive

genes [34–37]. In the preneural tube (PNT) region, Fgf signaling is necessary for the in

region is also implicated in the maintenance of Nkx1-2 expression [15]. In turn, Nkx1-2

Pax6 and Irx3 [64], resulting in the maintenance of PNT identity. Cells transit from the pre

[46,62] and Wnt signaling [66], and induces the expression of Pax6 and Irx3 [62]. The

indirectly (as indicated by the broken line) [64].
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Wnt and Fgf signaling [12]. Axis truncations in the Arau-
cana rumpless chicken, which lack the last vertebrae and
tail, provide further support for a role for RA in this process
[49]. Specifically, NMPs in Araucana rumpless embryos
ectopically express the Irx1 and Irx2 genes that are nor-
mally restricted to neural progenitors anterior to NMPs.
The derepression of these two genes correlates with the
loss of Cyp26a1 in NMPs and appears to be sufficient to
promote neural differentiation [49]. Nevertheless, whether
increased RA signaling is sufficient, or additional mecha-
nisms are required to terminate the NMP-sustaining feed-
back loops, remains unclear. Notably NMPs continue to
differentiate in mouse embryos lacking Raldh2, and these
embryos continue to terminate body axis extension in the
absence of RA [50].

Regulation of cell fate choice between neural or
mesoderm
Clonal analyses [7,8] indicate that at least some NMPs
contribute progeny to both neural and mesodermal
lineages. How NMPs decide between these two outcomes
remains unclear. Cells adopting a paraxial mesodermal
identity upregulate the T box transcription factor Tbx6
[51]. In embryos lacking Tbx6, ectopic neural tissue forms
in place of somites [52,53]. In part this is due to the ectopic
expression of the SoxB1 gene Sox2 [54]. Deletion of the
relevant neural enhancer of Sox2 suppresses the develop-
ment of ectopic neural tissue in Tbx6 mutants, although
mesoderm identity is not fully restored [54]. Conversely,
the forced expression of Sox2 in caudal paraxial mesoderm
appears to be sufficient to convert presumptive mesoderm
into neural tissue. Mesogenin 1 (Msgn1) also promotes
paraxial mesoderm identity and induces Tbx6 [55]. More-
over, expression of Msgn1 in the Wnt3a�/� mouse embryo
partially rescues the differentiation of PSM [55]. This
places Msgn1 downstream of Wnt3a signaling and up-
stream or parallel to Tbx6 in the regulatory network
[53]. Together with genetic interaction studies [53,56],
the data suggest a model in which mutual repression
between paraxial mesoderm and neural transcriptional
programs generates a toggle switch that results in differ-
entiating NMPs adopting neural or mesodermal identity.
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The molecular details of the neural–mesoderm switch
and how it is controlled to guarantee appropriate propor-
tions of each cell type remains unclear. Evidence from the
in vitro differentiation of ES cells suggests that the balance
and duration of Fgf and Wnt signals influences the choice of
NMP cells between neural or mesodermal fates [29]. In
vitro, longer exposure of NMPs to Fgf and Wnt signaling
downregulates Sox2 and leads to the expression of Tbx6,
whereas shorter exposure times favor the maintenance of
Sox2 expression and neural identity [29]. The relevance of
this in vivo remains to be established. Moreover the in-
volvement of additional signals needs to be examined.
Notch signaling has been linked to the allocation of axial
progenitors either to the floor plate or to the notochord,
axial neural, and mesoderm lineages, respectively
[57]. Whether Notch plays a similar role in NMPs remains
unknown. Moreover, although the lineage-tracing data
suggest that a single NMP can give rise to both neural
and mesoderm cells, it is not clear if all NMPs have equal
propensity to form neural and mesodermal derivatives.
The analysis of single NMP cell transcriptomes [30] cou-
pled with an investigation of the extent to which individual
decisions are biased by extrinsic signals or pre-determined
before differentiation may provide insight. Understanding
how NMP cells resolve into neural or mesodermal cells will
provide fresh insight into the developmental processes
responsible for producing much of the tissue of the verte-
brate trunk, and this, in turn, may help to improve in vitro
stem cell differentiation methods.

Neural cells transit through a pre-neural state before
acquiring spinal cord progenitor identity
Cells exiting the NMP region that are destined to contrib-
ute to the spinal cord remain in the epiblast layer of the
embryo and enter an area of the caudal neural plate that
has been dubbed the preneural tube (PNT) or transition
zone [58]. This region lies between the tail of the embryo
(that harbors NMPs) and the neural progenitors of the
spinal cord (Figure 2A). Cells within the PNT are molecu-
larly and morphologically distinct from both NMPs and
neural progenitors of the spinal cord. They form a well-
ordered, pseudostratified epithelium that begins to under-
go the morphogenetic movements involved in neural tube
closure. Cells that have transitioned to the PNT no longer
express Bra but, similarly to NMPs and unlike neural
progenitors in the spinal cord, they express Nkx1-2
(Sax1) [15,59,60]. Fgf signaling remains active in the
PNT [61] and maintains the PNT state by promoting
proliferation and blocking the expression of several TFs
characteristic of neural progenitors including Pax6 and
Irx3 [62]. Fgf signaling also influences the AP identity of
neural progenitors. Cells exposed to longer durations of Fgf
signaling in the PNT acquire progressively more-posterior
fates, as evidenced by their temporal induction of 50 Hox
genes [63]. These cells contribute to more-posterior regions
of the spinal cord when they emerge from the PNT.

Fgf signaling in the PNT is necessary for the expression
of Nkx1-2 [59]. Ectopic expression of Nkx1-2 is sufficient to
inhibit Pax6 and Irx3, even when Fgf signaling is inhibited
[64]. This suggests that Nkx1-2 might be the transcrip-
tional mediator of some Fgf functions in the PNT. However,
the lack of an obvious phenotype in mouse embryos lacking
Nkx1.2 [65] raises the possibility that other factors may act
downstream of Fgf signaling, in parallel with Nkx1.2, to
maintain the PNT state (Figure 3).

As cells exit the PNT and enter the spinal cord they are
exposed to increased concentrations of RA, secreted from
the adjacent somites, and this precipitates a transition
from the pre-neural to a neural progenitor state. RA
represses Fgf and Wnt signaling [62,66], Nkx1-2 is down-
regulated [60,64], and TF genes associated with neural
progenitor identities, including Pax6 and Irx3, are upre-
gulated [62]. The chromatin in the region encompassing
Pax6 and Irx3 undergoes decompaction and is repositioned
towards the nuclear center as the genes are induced
[67]. This reorganization appears to depend on the cessa-
tion of Fgf signaling, although RA signaling remains es-
sential for transcriptional activation of Pax6 and Irx3. Fgf
signaling promotes and maintains the expression of his-
tone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) in PNT cells, suggesting a link
to mechanisms that regulate chromatin organization
[68]. Moreover, global transcriptome analyses [68] have
revealed an extensive alteration of the transcriptional
program during the transition from NMP to spinal cord
neural progenitor, and includes changes in cell cycle, RNA
processing, and protein degradation machineries. Thus,
substantial changes in chromatin structure and the tran-
scriptome occur during the differentiation of NMPs to PNT
and neural progenitors. Whether similar reorganizations
accompany the mesodermal differentiation of NMPs
remains to be determined.

Taken together, the data suggest that a cell en route
from the epiblast to the spinal cord transits through at
least three distinct transcriptional states – NMP, pre-
neural, and finally neural progenitor (Figures 1 and 3).
Similarly, cells destined for somitic mesoderm undergo a
transition from NMP to presomitic mesoderm in response
to changes in RA and Fgf before adopting a somite identity
[69]. Whether the timing and position along the rostral–
caudal axis of these transitions is similar in mesodermal
and neural tissue remains to be determined. Nevertheless,
the developmental trajectory followed by spinal cord pro-
genitors is distinct from that of cells residing in the ante-
rior nervous system, which are born earlier and appear to
acquire neural progenitor identity directly from the epi-
blast state [5,6]. Why these differences in cell state transi-
tions exist between anterior and posterior neural
progenitors is unclear. However, they may account for
some of the differences in the developmental timing of
anterior versus trunk neural tissue specification, and
might also influence the later developmental potential of
neural progenitors to differentiate into specific cell fates.

Changes in cell state alter the response of cells to DV
signals
Once cells have acquired a neural progenitor identity, the
importance of signals emanating from the dorsal and
ventral poles of the neural tube for their patterning is well
established [2,70]. Throughout the AP extent of the ner-
vous system, the two key signals are Bmp signaling in the
dorsal neural tube and Sonic Hedgehog (Shh), initially
emanating from the notochord and mesodermal tissue
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underlying the ventral pole of the neural tube. These two
signals establish anti-parallel gradients that control the
expression of a set of homeodomain and basic helix-loop-
helix TFs. The combinatorial expression of these TFs
divides the spinal cord into �14 discrete DV domains of
progenitors, each of which generates molecularly-distinct
cell types [71,72]. Shh signaling in the ventral spinal cord
specifies the progenitors of motor neurons (MNs) and
interneurons (V0–V3), as well as the non-neural floor plate
cells (FP). By contrast, neural crest cells (NCCs) and the
progenitors of dI1–dI6 interneurons are generated in the
dorsal neural tube under the influence of Bmp signaling
[73] (Figure 4).

Much attention has focused on the role that graded
morphogen signaling plays in the establishment of the
DV pattern of the neural progenitor domains. In the case
of Shh signaling, the Gli family of transcriptional effectors
plays a pivotal role [74–76]. Shh signaling establishes a
dynamic gradient of Gli activity along the DV axis [77–79]
and in response to this gradient, the expression of specific
ventral TFs is induced and dorsal TFs are repressed. Many
of the TFs expressed in neural progenitors act as Groucho/
TLE-dependent repressors [80], and pairs expressed in
adjacent domains appear to act as bistable switches by
cross-repressing each other’s expression [71,81]. The com-
bination of these cross-repressive interactions and the
input from the Gli activity gradient produces a gene regu-
latory network. This network establishes and maintains
the spatial patterns of neural progenitor gene expression,
thereby determining the position of progenitor domain
boundaries [77,78,82,83]. Detailed analysis of the dynam-
ics of subcircuits of this network [77,84] and the molecular
dissection of regulatory elements directing the expression
of key TFs [78,82,83] have provided further insight into the
operation of this network. Together the studies indicate
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Figure 4. Developmental landscape of progenitor cells en route to the spinal cord.

Along the rostral–caudal axis of an embryo, opposing gradients of RA and Fgf/Wnt

signals are important for axis elongation and correct patterning. Fgf and Wnt

signaling, emanating from caudal regions of the elongating embryo, induce and

maintain a population of neuromesodermal progenitors (NMPs). As cells leave this

region they choose between two alternative routes: the presomitic mesoderm

(PSM), which forms the somites, and the preneural tube (PNT), which will form the

spinal cord. PNT cells are competent to respond to dorsal (Bmp) and ventral (Shh)

signals by generating neural crest cells (NCCs) and floor plate (FP), respectively. As

axis elongation continues PNT cells are exposed to increasing levels of RA

(produced by the somites). This results in a switch in competency, and these cells

now adopt a neural progenitor identity and respond to graded BMP and Shh

signaling by inducing the generation of progenitors for dorsal (dI1–dI6) and ventral

neurons (p0–p3, pMN), respectively.
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that the network plays a pivotal role in the establishment
of DV pattern in the neural tube. The network also main-
tains this pattern by buffering fluctuations in the Shh
gradient [77,84,85]. Bioinformatic analysis of regulatory
elements of neural-expressed genes suggests that the net-
work can be extended to include input from both Bmp
signaling and RA [82]. Together, these studies suggest a
mechanism in which multiple inputs from extrinsic signals
are interpreted by a transcriptional network to establish
the molecularly-distinct domains of progenitors arrayed
along the DV axis. Thus, pattern formation in the neural
tube is dependent on the downstream transcriptional net-
work that it controls.

The timing of Shh and Bmp signals also contributes to
the patterning and cell type diversity in the neural tube
[64,86,87]. The specification of both FP and NCCs, which
are generated in the most ventral and dorsal parts of the
neural tube, respectively, require exposure to patterning
signals at earlier developmental times than do other neu-
ral progenitor identities [86,88]. Consequently, cells ex-
posed to Bmp4/7 at early time-points generate NCCs,
whereas later exposure to the same signal produces dorsal
interneurons. Similarly, exposure to Shh at an early de-
velopmental time-point induces FP, but at later develop-
mental times, Shh-exposed cells differentiate into p3
progenitors of V3 neurons [64,86,89].

The switch in the response to inductive signals corre-
sponds with the transition of cells from the PNT to the
spinal cord. Consistent with this, if Fgf signaling or Nkx1.2
expression are artificially maintained, cells retain the
ability to differentiate into FP and NCCs in response to
Shh and Bmp, respectively [64]. Conversely, prematurely
inhibiting Fgf signaling or Nkx1.2 expression results in the
loss of FP and NCC potential and the acquisition of neural
progenitor identity. Thus, this mechanism exploits the
differences between the transcriptional state of PNT cells
and that of progenitors in the spinal cord to increase the
diversity of the cell types generated in response to the same
extrinsic signals, Shh and Bmp. This provides a means to
ensure the correct spatiotemporal generation of these cell
types; Shh and Bmp signaling is restricted to the ventral
and dorsal poles at PNT stages [68,90], thus limiting FP
and NCC to these regions. Moreover, after induction, FP
cells express Shh, and that is sufficient to induce FP
identity [91]. Thus, the transition of PNT cells to a neural
progenitor state, which does not respond to Shh signaling
by initiating FP differentiation, restricts the specification
of FP to the ventral midline of the neural tube.

It remains unclear how Fgf signaling and/or Nkx1-2
expression provides cells with the competence to respond
to Shh and Bmp by inducing FP and NCCs, respectively.
The repression of neural progenitor genes such as Pax6
[85] and the induction of TFs including FoxA2 and Nato3
[64,86,92] appear to be important. Nevertheless, details of
the underlying transcriptional network remain to be dec-
iphered.

Perspective
Although many questions remain (Box 3), recent studies
provide new insight into the molecular and cellular mecha-
nisms that generate the spinal cord and the neuronal



Box 3. Outstanding questions

� What is the gene regulatory network that determines NMP

identity, and how do NMPs decide between a neural or

mesodermal fate?

� Do all spinal cord neural progenitors transition through an NMP

and PNT identity and what is the consequence of neural progenitors

arising from distinct cell lineages at different axial positions?

� How do instructive extrinsic signals integrate with the intrinsic

transcriptional state of a cell to specify cell identity?

� How do the same patterning signals induce different cell types

from preneural tube and neural progenitors?

� How are the transitions in transcriptional identity executed as a cell

differentiates from NMP to specific neural progenitor subtype?

� How closely does the in vitro differentiation of ES cells mimic the

in vivo developmental mechanism?
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subtypes within it. These studies begin to link the dynamics
of embryo morphogenesis with the transcriptional networks
that define cell identity. Epiblast cells destined to contribute
to the spinal cord appear to pass through a series of discrete
transcriptional states before entering the spinal cord and
adopting a neural progenitor identity (Figure 1). The transi-
tions between these states are driven, at least in part, by
changes in extrinsic signals that are, in turn, the conse-
quence of the changing position of a cell in the embryo. Thus,
the process of axis elongation, which draws cells into the
midline and then displaces them rostrally as the tail extends
caudally (Figure 2A), directs the transitions in cell state that
presage spinal cord formation.

The evidence from the specification of FP and NCC
identity suggests that the changes in cell state are
exploited to increase the diversity of cell types generated
and to ensure their correct positioning. The differences in
the developmental trajectory of the cells that form anterior
and posterior neural tissue might also provide a mecha-
nism to explain differences between the cell types that form
along the AP axis of the nervous system. It is notable, for
example, that there are molecular and developmental
differences between trunk and cranial neural crest cells
[73,93]. Whether these result from differences in the de-
velopmental origin of these cells remains to be determined.
It will be informative to investigate whether there are
substantial differences in the molecular mechanism of
neural induction and in the transcriptomic and genomic
state of neural progenitors between the anterior and pos-
terior nervous system. Advances in live imaging and single
cell resolution assays may provide additional tools to help
resolve these issues. The availability of new molecular and
genetic tools, and the ability to mimic developmental
processes using the in vitro differentiation of ES cells
(Box 2), are also likely to help to answer these questions.
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